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DS Infinity™
DS Infinity features a helical charge pattern, and is customizable
for charge type, size, quantity and phasing, providing a nearly
infinite range of design options. The truly modular perforating
system is among the shortest available on the market today, and
simplifies supply chain, increases wellsite efficiency and delivers
more shots per foot than competitive systems.

INCRE A SED FLE XIBILIT Y WITH SIMPLIFIED DESIGN
DS Infinity, the original Factory-Assembled, Performance-Assured
perforating system, minimizes on-site assembly, configuration,
and testing. Each system is assembled and tested by certified
technicians at DynaEnergetics’ ISO 9001-compliant facilities and
delivered to the wellsite ready for deployment. Just insert the
Plug and Go™ detonator, test the system, and run downhole.
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DS Infinity reduces overall gun length, without jeopardizing
mechanical integrity. This provides engineers more flexibility
when designing perforating programs. The length-optimized
design accommodates more guns in a shorter string increasing
the number of clusters per stage.

Standard Helical
Perforating System
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U N M AT C H E D S A F E T Y
The DS Infinity system is armed with the patented IS2™ TopFire Intrinsically Safe™ Initiating System,
allowing uninterrupted wellsite operations. Maintaining radio silence at the wellsite is not required
and transportation is made safer as the detonators are shipped separately from the system’s gun
modules.
Arming the DS Infinity system in the field is as easy as installing a battery in a flashlight. There are no
wires to connect, eliminating a common point of failure. Less risk of human error, reduced chance of
misfire and improved downhole reliability.

REDUCED DOWNTIME
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Wellsite assembly and testing procedures are straightforward and efficient while the modular design
of DS Infinity allows each perforating system, and the entire perforating string to be tested prior to
deployment. Timely assembly and proven reliability result in reduced downtime, allowing for more
fracturing stages to be completed each day.
Delivered directly to the wellsite, DynaEnergetics’ solutions eliminate the need for gun assembly
personnel and local infrastructure.
DS Infinity guns are 100% disposable. Once the perforating job is complete, the internals from
initiated guns are easily removed leaving a clear barrel for recycling and eliminating redress.

C O N TA C T U S

